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Reading/Writing Immersion:
A Decision Making Literacy Development Project

Teacher Surveys
Year 2

Introduction

The Student Support Branch of Manitoba Education and Training approved and funded

the Reading/Wnting Immersion (R/W1) Project for three schools in White Horse Plain School

Division No. 20: (1) Bon Homme Huttenan Colony Scho.ol; (2) St Francois Xavier School;

and (3) S.. Laurent School. The school division provided money for release time for additional

teachers from the three funded schools and two additional schools (i.e., Maxwell Hutterian

Colony School and James Valley Huttenan Colony School) in order that they might also

participate in the R/W1 Project. The Project officially began in September 1992. R/WI was

designed to assist Early Years teachers in becoming more effective in working w ith students

who were "at-nsk" of failing to develop the reading and writing performance goals. Since one

ot the purposes of R/WI was to promote literacy development at all grade levels in the

participating sch<iols, a resource teacher from each of the schools was identified by the

school's pnncipal to take part In the participating schools, resource teachers function as

collaborative, school-based consultants. It w as envisioned that the consultative-collaborative

nature of their role would serve to build an ethos, or climate for collective language arts efforts

in each school. Collegial consultation efforts were perceu.ed as one way of pooling and

effectively multiplying the knowledge base and skills stemming from R/Wl. In Year 2, the

Project was expanded to include both Grades 1 and 2. A total ol two Grade 1 teachers, one

Grade 2 teacher, one Gradel teacher, four multi-yea! teachers, three resource teachers, and

tw41.acult of Lducatuln InRersitv of Manitoba) stall members participwed in the R/W1
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Project during the 1993-94 school year. However, one of the teachers became ill in thc middle

of the school year and took a leave of absence from her position and the Project.

Dunng thc 1993-94 school year, R/WI was comprised of two components. First, a

study group or workshop component, that took place between September 1993 and May 1994.

In Year 1 these workshops lasted an entire day. However, at the request of the participants, in

Year 2 all but onc of thc workshops were decreased from full-days to half-days so that more

site visits could be earned out. As a result, there was one full-day workshop, and six half-day

orkshops held at the St. Francois Xavier Community School. These meetings involved the

presentation and/or discussion of: (a) whole language issues; (b) procedures and materials

related to the teaching of reading and writing skills; (c) the development reading and writing

objectives:1,d) 11!c assessment of reading and wnting (e) classRom management

strategies; (1) the effectiveness of procedures being tried in the classrooms; (g) Project retort

nting; (h) miscue analysis; and (i) other project related matters.

Second, a site visitation component took place between October 1993 and May 1994. By

increasing the number of site visitations, it was possible to begin thc visitations a month earlier

than was possible in Year 1. In this component the Project participants established the goals

and purposes tor the site visits and observations. These included the University staff ( I)

observing thc participants using Project strategics with the students they identified as being at-

risk, (2) demonstrating instructional strategies, and (3) assessing student performance. This

allowed the teachers to view the mixieling of a vanety of teaching techniques. The teachers

were debnefed after ezch site visit. The observation sessions were also used to provide

participants w ith constnichve feedback regarding their instruction and to assist with the

analysis of student performance.

Based on their experiences in Year I, the three Project schools applied for and received

funding tor an additional six days of suppout 1 rom the two University slat f members. These

additional six days were dl ided up so that thi cc days w ere allocated to site isits and three
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days were allocated to report writing workshops. Thc six days were provided at the end of

Apnl and first part of May 1994

An important aspect of the WWI Project is that it was designed to operate as a

collaborative model. That is, all of thc participants were to work together to design the specific

direction of the Project. The basic premise of the Project is that effective teachers arc

competent "decision makers" and that future professional growth is dependent on the ability of

teachers to monitor or reflect on their teaching performance. Therefore, the study group or

workshop component of this Project was not the traditional, lecture style university class. The

Project participants established agendas, topics for discussion, book study sessions, book

fairs, c(x)perative reporting and other joint activities. In these sessions the university personnel

acted as facilitators. A second aspect of the collaborative approach %%as that it allowed each

school to develop their ow n unique program based on thc specific characteristics of their school

community.

One funding condition was that this Project be e% aluated. Therefore, an evaluation plan

w as designed and accepted by thc Project's Management Committee. This plan called for a

process evaluation (an evaluation of thc implementation of the Project) dunng thc Project's first

year of operation (i.e., the 1992-93 school year), and for implementation and outcome

e% aluations (effects of the Project on the students) dunng thc second and third years

school years 1993-94 and 1994-95). A two-part design was selected as it allowed for complete

Project implementation prior to the assessment of student outcomes. University personnel

were gi% en the responsibility of carrying out thc process evaluations and White Horse Plain

Di% ision No. 20 staff members were assigned responsibility tor the outcome evaluations.

Year 2 Evaluation Method

The methodologt used lor the Year 2 process e% aluation was a teacher survet A teacher

cur% ey methodology %%as selected as it was the most economical method of pro% fding detailed
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Inlormation to the Student Support Branch, Manitoba Education andTraining and White Horse

Plain School Division No. 20.

Instrument

The purpose of the survey was to collect data about thc processes used to accomplish the

goals stipulated for Year 2 of the Project. It was designed by the University personnel, and

was based on the survey that was designul and utilized in Year I. The survey was made up of

two parts and included multiple choice and open-ended questions. A two part sun:ey was

designed because the workshops on report writing were conducted in May 1994. That is, it

was felt that if thc June 151.<4 report deadline was to be met, University staff could not wait

until thc middie of May' 1994 to do data analysis and report writing. A copy: of the Part A can

be f ound in Appendix A, w hile Pan B can be found in Appendix B.

Procedure

Since both "off icial" and "unofficial" members of the Project took part in the two major

components of R/WI (i.e., the study group oi workshop meetings and the site visits), a11 11

participants w ere given a part A survey to complete at the April 14, 1994 group meeting. The

participants were directed to take the survey away with them and compete it at their

convenience. Thc y. were also asked not to discuss the survey with other participants and to

return the survey within two weeks. Participanrs were provided pre-addressed envelopes for

returning the completed surveys. Part B of the survey was handed out at the cnd of thc last

w riling workshop held on May 19, 1904. However, since the resource teachers were not

required to write reports (they were not responsible for the instruction of students involved in

thc Project) only the participants who had attended the writing workshop were given Part B to

complete (0 of the 11 participants). Again, participants were asked not to discuss the survey

ith each other and to return the sun cy s ithin two weeks in the pre-addressed envelopes that

% ere provided
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As all responses were to remain confidential, the teachers were asked not to include their

names on the surveys nor the return envelopes. Instructions on how to complete the survey,

along with a phone number to call if they had any questions, were included on the survey. Part

A took approximately one hour to complete while Part B took approximately 1/2 hour to

complete.

Teacher Survey Results

All 11 of the Project participants, returned either a completed or partially completed

surve. Of the I I participants, (54.5(h ) had participated in Year 1 and 5 (45.5%) were new

to the Project. Nine (81.8(7( ) of the participants were official members of.the Project while 2

(I$.2q ) were unofhcial members. Therefore, in order to maintain confidentially, the data was

not presented by "official unofficial" classifications. Unless a difference was lound between

indmduals who had been in thc Project for two years and those who w eTi: in it for only One

>ear, onl.x total group data will be presented. To facilitate the reader's understanding of the

sin:\ cy data, the authors orgamied the results into sex en topic areas.

Meetings

At the end of Year 1 it was recommended that fewer full-day meetings be held and that

this extra time be use for school visitations. Therefore, in Year 2 a total of onc full-day and six

half-da. R/WI Project meetings were held. Section I (Part A) of thc survey asked the

participating teachers to respond to six general questions regarding the location and overall

quality Of the meetings.

1 The meetings for the Reading/Writing Immersion Program have been held
at St. Francois Xavier Elementary School. flow do you feel about this
location?

On Part A of the Apnl 11)94 survey, 8 (72.7q ) of the respmdents stated that the

"lok.ation is tine", 2 ( 18.2g ) rerxirted that the "location was too far I rom tn., home school".

and I ( IC' ieported taat it did "not matter" where the meetings were held (see Appendix A).
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2. Rate the room in which the meetings have been held in by circling the
most appropriate response.

All eleven respondents rated thc meeting room's cleanliness and lighting as being "very

good". Ten (90.9%) of the respondents rated the size of the room as being "very good" while

1 (9.1%) respondent rated room size as being "good". A total of 4 (36.4%) respondents rated

the room's temperature as being "very good", 5 (45.5%) rated it as "good" and 2 (18.2%)

rated it as "poor".

3. In your opinion, hoW would you rate the overall organization of the
meetings held so far?
Comments/suggestions for improvement.

Six (27.3%) of the of thc 11 respondents stated that thc group meetings had been "%cry

well organized", 4 (36.4'7, ) indicated that they had been "well organized" and 1 (9.1e4 )

indicated that the meetings had been "poorly organized". In thc comments/suggestion portion

of the question the following responses wtre provided:

"Too much repetition and off task."

"I wish more people would have brought work samples and ideas to share. Even
when we w ere told to, people didn't. Maybe if it was made mandatory there ni1d

be a greater effort put forth."

"Sometimes, too much ume was spent on one area, such as the Miscue Analysis
hich, feel, could have been discussed in a much shorter time."

"Not always ended up with learning of specific but were still important info.
provided."

4. Given that one of the main goals of this Project is that a collaborative
approach be utilized, how satisfied are you with the opportunities you
have had with regards to input into the agendas of the meetings?
Comments!suggestions for improvements.

Of the 11 respondents, 10 (90.9%) reported being "very satisfied" with their

opportunities tor input regarding meeting agendas. One (9.1%) respondent stated that they

w ere "somewhat dissatisfied" their opportunities for input. The one dissatisfied respondent

c(mimented that "Nothing new. T()0 much time taken up with diagnostics and not enough

timc ith strategies Writing was supposed to be our !Deus."
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5 . When you have made suggestions with regards to the meeting agendas,
did you feel that your suggestions were given adequate consideration?
CommentsNuggestions.

Eight (72.7%) of the respondents reported that the suggestions they made wer:: given

"very adequate consideration", 2 (18.2%) stated their suggestions weregiven "adequate

consideration" and 1 (9.1%) noted that their suggestions were "were considered, but not

adequately". None of the respondents provided a comment or suggestion.

6. Based on suggestions received at the end of Year One, this year's group
meezings were a half-day long rather than a full-day and more time was
given to school visits. Overall, how would you rate this change?

Of the 11 respondents, 9 (81.87( ) reported that they "liked the half-day meetings" and 2

(18.2(4 ) responded with an "N/A". When asked to comment, the following statements were

provided:

"I can't compare the two, because I wasn't here last year. But 1 would think that
half day sessions and more time to on site visits would be better if you are receiving
visits."

"The school allowed us to work on the project for thc second-half. Therefore,
suggestions, ideas, or resources could be investigated immediately very
beneticivl. Thanks."

"I appreciated the school visits."

"We w astc too much ume on the mad. The other 1/2 day is not great for anything."

"I found the whole-day meetings were trx) long to sustain my attention."

"The half day was good for material presentation but in my situation because of
distance the other half day was basically wasted."

Summary. Combining the results of thc six questions on the group meetings, it can be

concluded that, overall, the participant.s were satisfied ith the location of the meetings, thc

ro(rm in which the meetings were held, the orgamration of the meetings and their opportunities

for input into the meeting agendas It was also found that reducing the meetings to half-days,

and increasing thc number of school isits was positively received by the respondents Wntten

resp(Inscs did not indicate an nations of sausl action or dmatisf action

11
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A comparison of the teacher survey data on meetings for Years 1 and Year 2 did not

reseal any major differences. For both Years 1 and 2, participants had rated the group

meetings as a positive evenence.

Materials and Readings

As was the case in Year 1, the study group component held at the St. Francois Xavier

Elementury School in Year 2 was designed to discuss issues, attitudes and skills related to the

teaching of reading and writing. It was in this component that the majority of instructional

procedures were presented and discussed. As part of this component, a variety of

materials/readings were pros ided to thc R/W1 participants. To assess these materials and

readings. questions 7 through 14 were included on the survey (see Section II

Materials/Readings, Appcndi \ A).

7 . Overall, how would you rate the quality of the reading material that have
been provided to you?
Comments/suggestions.

Analysis of the teacher survey results for question 7 revealed that 5 (45.57 ) of the

participants rated the quality of the reading materials presented b., University staff as being of a

"N cry high qualit" and that 5 (45.5q ) rated them as of a "high quality". One (9.1q

icspondent did not pa) ide an answer to this question Him c er, that respondent did pro\ ide

thelliNt comment listed below.

"What reading materials? There was nothing specifically new this year. The Pippin
Books were interesting reading, but nothing new and we never really discussed the
info."

"Not made aware of what is available at the schocil."

8 . Do you feel that the reading material provided to you thus far has
presented: mostly new information, a half-and-half mixture of new and
old information or mostly old information that I already knew?

The major! ty ol the participants (9 or 8 I .8g ) responded that the material presented to

them ss as "a halt -and-hall mixture of new and old inf ormation" One respondent (4.1(7( )

ted that "nu )stl, ne i n1 ormation" was pros idc 1 to them and 1 (9.1'7; respc)nded that the
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material included "mostly old information that I already knew". Follow-up analysis indicated

that the respondent who reported that the information was "mostly new" was new to the Project

in Year 2, while the respondent ,,vho reported "mostly old information" had taken part in Year

9 . Overall, how would you rate the usefulness of the reading material
provided to you?
Comments/suggestions for improvement.

Nine (81.8%) of the participants stated that the reading matenals were "very useful". I

(Q.I(7( ) indicated th e:. they were "somewhat useful" and 1 (9.1% ) stated that they were "not

useful". Two of the four comments made by thc respondents indicated that they would

have liked more time to read, discuss and absorb the material. The four comments were:

"No new strategies provided."

"After being in it for a year, I was able to understand & compliment
theones/matenals with a much improved confidence."

"We need more time to absorb & time to read."

"I would like more discussion and comments ahout professional materials we have
read."

I 0. How would you rate the amount of information that has been provided to
you?
Comments/suggestions for improvement.

Five (45.5''k ) of the 11 respondents stated that the amount of information pnwided was

"the right amount". 1 (Q.I (7, ) stated that the ainount was "just a little too much matenal to be

re.'A between sessions", and 4 06.4'7( ) stated that they "could have dealt with a little more

mat, nal bow een sessions" One (9. I (7( ) stated that lar too little in the way of

matenarreadings were provided". The following "comments/suggestions for improvement"

were made:

"We .aought. ere to concentrate on wntmg this ycar."

"It is difficult to answer. Some weeks there was a fail ly large amount ol reading
matcnal At other times there w as a minimal amount to read or none at all."

1 3
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I I. How adequate was the University Staff follow-up to the reading material
(i.e., willingness to discuss/explain ideas presented in the
materials/readings)?
Comments/suggestions for improvement.

When asked to rate University staffs follow-up on the reading material, 9 (81.8%)

participants rated it as being "very adequate", 1 (9.1%) rated it as "adequate" and 1 (9.1%)

rated it as "not at all adequate". The respondent who did not find the follow-up by University

staff to be adequate provided the first comment listed below.

"Perhaps I was not "present", but I don't remember any assigned readings."

"Impressive willingness to give assistance."

1 2. Do you feel that the reading and other professional materials given to you
in Year Two covered the topic areas that you thought would be covered
when you started the Program in September 1993?

01 the I 1 participants, 5 (45.5q reported that they thought there were "very few

surprises" with regard to the topic areas co ered by thc reading materials. Two (18.2% )

participants reported that "there were a number of areas" covered by the reading materials that

" y did not expect, and 2 (18.2% ) reported that there were "a lot of areas" covered that they

did not expect. Two (18.2% ) participant did not respond to the question. Even though Project

participants were not ask for additional comments, three did so anyway. These comments are

as follows.

"Personally I thought too much time was spent on miscues; but it was the decision
of thc majonty. 1 found the review beneficial."

"Did not know what to expect."

"Because I wasn't part of thc Project the year before I didn't know what to expect

1 3. Were there topic areas you would have liked to have received reading
material on, but did not?
If yes, what were those topic areas?

Six (54.5%) of the respondents replied "yes" to the question and 5 (45.5% ) replied "no"

The six who replied "yes" provided these written comments:

"More and dif f erent strategies to help "at-risk kids". I thought our kx..us was to be
w riling, not reading miscue andysis."
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"Specific strategics to meet goals, because I did not have the advantage of on-site
isits. The testing ideas we were given were excellent, but strategics to solve

problems were probably part of the on-site visits."

"Perhaps some new teaching strategies."

"I would have liked morc material on teaching different reading strategies and also
information on how to detect a child's best learning style."

"But not because there was any wasted time."

"1 would have liked more specific strategies to try and mcct certain needs."

One participant who answered the question "no" supplied thc comment "I'm anticipating

recei mg the student led conference matenals."

14. Given that this is a collaborative Project, did you feel that you could
suggest reading material for the group?
Comments/suggestions

Nine (81.8'7, ) participants replied "yes" to the question and 2 (18.2'70 responded "no".

l'olh iv. -up anal% sis of the data indicated that the two respondents who said "no" were

indi% iduals ho were new to the Project in Year 2. The first two "comments/suggestions"

listed below w ere from those two resp)ndents. From their comments it can be seen that the

f act that the were new to the Project, and new to teaching, may have affected their comfort

le el with making suggestions. That is, being new they may have been unsure of what they

could or should suggest as readings.

"As a newcomer, I was not always sure of the group direction. And as a first year
teacher I didn't have a lot of background information and experience to suggest.
This was more of a learning rather than a collaborative experience for mc."

"From the beginning I wasn't sure of our direction. This is probably because I was
new this year as well as being a first year teacher."

"However, I don't think it would have thc breadth and range that Drs. Bravi &
Madak have consistently brought to the meetings."

Summary. The findings of this section on materials/readings indicated that, overall, the

participants thought that the readings: (a) were of a high quality: (h) provided new information

and le\ iewed old inlormation, (c) contained use! ul inf OrtriatIon; and (d) presented I ew

surprises in terms of the topic areas cm ered. Also, the large majonty of the participants I elt

1 5
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that the follow -up to the material provided by University staff was very adequate. Finally,

given that one of thc main goals of this Project is to develop a collaborative relationship among

all participants, it is important to note that 81q of the individuals who responded to the surx cy

thought that they were able to suggest matenals/readings to the group.

When Year 2 results were compared to Year 1 results, the only difference found was

that in Year 2 four respondents felt that a bit more information could have been presented to

them each week. In Year 1 none of the respondents felt that the .. could handle more

information. While it might be e \pected that new participants to the Project would be less

likely to want more information, follow-up analysis indicated that only two of the four

respondents were new members in Year 2.

Site Visits

Dunng Year 2 of WWI, University stall visited each of tidal Project participant's

classroom on at least six di 1 ferent occasions dunng the car. The classmom of the one of the

three unofficial Project members was visited twice.

As w as the case in Year 1, Year 2 visits were usually a half-day in length. but on several

occasions more time was spent. What occurred during school visits was typically dictated by

teacher requests. Typical school isit activities were: (a) observations of the entire class or

individual students; (b) assessment of individual student performance; (c) consultation on a

anet ). of topics; and (d) the demonstration of instructional oi assessment techniques. Each

isitation ended with thc University staff meeting with the participants an,1providing

infotmation about teacher requests. In addition, suggestions wcrc often made about matters

other than those requested by the teachers. At some sites, the University stalf also met with the

pnncipal and other staff members regarding matters related to the Project.

Questions 15 through 19 were designed to assess the %isitation portion of the Project (see

Appendix A) GIN en that isits w ere only carried out for the eight teachers (seven of f icial and

(me unol icial participants), three respondents consistently did not provide answers to

G
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questions 15 through 19. Of these three respondents, one was likely a resource teacher who

did not have a classmom to visit and two were unofficial members who did not receive visits.

15. How helpful were observations/suggestions made during the school visits
in focusing the intent of the Program?
Comments/suggestions for improvement.

Five (45.57) of thc respondents thought that the site visits were "very useful" and 3

(27.3(7e ) believed them to be "somewhat useful". Three (27.39) participants did not respond

to the question. As stated above, the non iespondents most likely mduded one resource

teacher and two unofficial participants. Responses to the "comments/suggestions for

improvement" section of thc question produced the following:

"I don't have a classroom. So I did not answer #I5 - 19."

"Teacher be freed to debrief; without handling the class at the same time. Written
questions & objectives & strategies given to Dr. 13. pnor to lesson -- locus on these
during debriefing."

"Mv room was not visited per sc as mine was not the target group."

"As of now 1 haven't been visited at my school."

16. flow helpful were the school visits in assisting you to make connections
between the material/content presented in the sessions at St. Francois
Xavier Elementary School and what you do with kids?
Comments/suggestions for improvement.

I:ie (45.5`7 ) respondents reported that the site visits were "v cry useful" in assisting

them to make connections between workshop material and teaching practice and 3 (27.3%) felt

that the visits were "somewhat useful". Three (27.31.) participants did not respond to the

question. Again, thc non respondents may have been one participating resource teacher and

two unofficial members who were not visited. Only onc of the 11 respondents provided a

comment for this question.

"But at times I'm still very contused."

17
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17. Overall, when comparing all of the components of the Reading/Writing
Immersion Project (i.e., sessions at the St. Francois Xavier Elementary
School and school visits) during Year Two, how important were the
school visits made by Gerry and Paul?
Comments/suggestions.

Three (27.3%) of the respondents rated the site visits as "the most important component"

ol the Project and 4 (36.4%1 others rated the visits as "equal in importance" to the other

components of the Project. One (9.1%) participant felt the visits were "not as important" as

other Proje_t components and 3 (27.37) did not respond to the question. The following

comments and suggestions were made:

"Since I was in the Project unofficially in Year One, I regarded these visits as an
opportunity to have Dr. B. observe me "in-action". This then would help me know
if I had indeed implemented the theory appropriately, effectively & efficiently."

"You arc able to be more specific regarding your own. students."

18. Compared to Year One, do you feel that the increase in the number of
school visits was a good decision?
Comments/suggestions.

Of the eight participants who responded to this question, 3 (27.3%) replied "do not

know" because they were not part ol thc Project in Year I and 5 (45.5%) replied "yes".. Two

of the respondents provided a comment. Thc comments made were as follows:

"1 was a part of Year One, but did not have school visits."

"I feel it is important for those who are in the project for their first year."

1 9. Do you have any other comments/concerns that you would like to add
about the school visits?

Three (27.3%) participant.s responded to the question. The comments or concerns were
as lollov,s:

"I would like to see all Project members in one school visited at one time. % of
time with each teacher could vary. During debriefing all teachers would benefit
from "good" points, "improvements" as well as adding other insights to the
strategies, students & become aware of strength of a student that could be their's in
another year."

"I was (sty comhirtablc ith the school isits. They w ere done in a very non-
threatening w av Never did I feel that my teaching methods were being criticired ol
CN aluated."

1
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"Make tt required that teacher's present in written form exactly what it is they ask
Drs. Bravi & Madak to observe, assist & comment , in advance."

Summary. All respondents stated that the site visits were either "very useful" or

"somewhat useful" and the vast majority thought that the visits were "as important" as other

components of the Project or "the most important" component. It was also found that those

respondents who had been in the Project in Year I felt that the decision to increase thc nue er

ol school.visits in Year 2 was a good one. Thc majority of the few written comments that were

made were posime in nature. It is likely that One resource teacher and two unofficial Project

members represented the majonty of the non respondents in this section and that this was due

to the fact that they were not observed during site visits.

Finally, when the Year 2 results were compared to Year 1 re,sults, it was found that they

were almost identical. The only difference between the two years concerned the fact that in

Year 2 participants did not request that the number of site visits bc increased. Therefore, it

would appear that increasing the number of site visits in Year 2 had addressed thc concerns

expressed by Project participants in the Year 1 evaluation.

Protect Expectations

Five questions in this section attempted to examine how closely Project (a) matched

expectations of what it would be, (b) utility. (e) cont idence in reaching expectations, and (d)

time expenditure matched participant expectancies (sec questions 20-24, Appendix A). Finally.

one question asked them for additional comments or suggestions about the amOunt of time

taken by the Project.

20. At this point in time how similar is the Project to what you expected it to
be? If it is not what you thought, how is it different?

Seven ((3.6%) of the respondents to the question indicated that the Project was "very

close" to what they thought it would be, 2 (18.2(g ) stated it was "somewhat close" to what

the thought it would be and 2 (18.2'7( ) noted that it w as "not al all close" to what they thoUght

it tould be l'ollow -up analysis ol the data indicated that the participants who found the

1 ;)
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Project to dilier I rum what they expected were the new members. Those who had participated

in the Project in Year 1 were more likely to indicate that it was "very close" to what thcy had

expect. There were two commcnts about how the Project differed from their expectancies for

"I had no information on the course before I started, other than it would bc very
useful for me to take. (and it was extremely useful!)"

"It is not different, I Just wasn't sure what to expect."

2 1 . Is the Project turning out to be as useful to you as you thought it would
be? Comments/suggestions for improvements.

Seven (63.6% ) respondents stated that "yes" the Project was "very useful" and 3

(27.3%) indicated that it was "somewhat useful" to them. One (9.1%) participant replied that

the Project was "not very useful" to them. The respondent who did not feel that the Project

k as %cry useful commented that "Need more strategies, new techniques in working with 'ot-

tisk' students." The one additional comment made by a respondent was:

"It has made me very aware of my objectives, how I goabmit to achieve them and
making my results or achievements measurable."

22 At this point, how confident are you that your expectations for the Project
will be reached? Why or why not?

Five (45.5% ) respondents felt that they were "somewhat confident" about having their

expectations met and 3 (27.3% ) stated that they were "very confident" that their expectations

11. ould be reached. One (9.1%) indicated that thcy were "not very confident" about having their

expectations met and 2 (18.2% ) participants did not respond to the question. The respondent

ho w as not very confident that their expectations for the Project would be reached commented

"Strategies, strategics, strategies, please."

The following arc participant comments made by those who felt "somewhat confident"

about ha% ing their expectations met.

"My job may change. Division pull out backing, I am concerned for Year Four.
how supportn c is division'? Will they expect this all to take place on teachers' own
time or will they still devote paid time some1k hat?"
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"My class is too great a load for any 1 teacher I often feel somewhat
overwhelmed."

"There were a lot ot outside interferences that may have hampered the re_sults."

The following arc participant comments made by those who were "very confident" that

their expectations for the Project would be reached:

"The expectation that this course would be useful was definitely reached. But, my
own goals for my students, in a lot of tests won't be reached -- Too many goals,
too little class time, trying to work in all educational aspects with limited resources
Including lack of experience."

"The Project has helped me become specific with goals and objectives."

Finally, one of the resi)ondents who did not respond to the first half of thc question

rep(mied:

"I didn't have any definite exrctations for the Project. What I decided on for my
specific expectations fo. :ny students in thc Project I am confident we strived hard
to reach. That is showing growth."

23. The time I spent on the Project this yrar was more or less than I
expected?

Four (36.4'7( ) of the respondents noted that they had spent "a bit more time" than they

had expected. Three (27.3"4 ) participants thought they had spent "just about thc amount of

time" they had expected and 1 (9.1'7 ) felt she had spent "much morc time" than expected.

Three (1g.2%) participants reported that they had spent "a bit less than" they had expected. No

differences were found between first time participants and participants who had been tn the

Project for tWO years.

24. Do you have any additional comment/concerns/suggestions to make
regarding the amount of time taken up by this Project in Year Two?

Only one comment/concern/suggestion was made -- "I was very interested and just

w anted to savor all I could."

Summan, In most instances the Project was meeting participant epectations. The

majority of the participants felt that the Project was very close to what they thought it would be,

that it was turning out to be very usclul to them and that they were confident that their

6 I.
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expectations for the Project would be reached. Those who expressed concerns about knowing

w hat the Project was about, were more likely to have been first time Project members.

Finally. the participants were about equally split in believing that the time spent on the

Project was just about what they expected or somewhat more than they had expected. Three

inch% iduals felt thut they had a bit less time than they expected.

When a comparison between Year 1 and Year 2 results was conducted, it was found that

participant.s in Ycar 2 were more likely to report that the Project was very useful to them. The

only other difference found between Year 1 and Year 2 responses was that while none of the

participants in Year I reported that the Project took less time than they expected, three

participants in Year 2 reported that they spent a bit less time than they expected.

Support For The Project

Thc two questions in this section attempted to acquire participant ratings of (a) the

um ersit!, staff members' participation in the Project and (b) the support provided by their

school's administration (see questions 25a-j and 26 in Appendix A).

25. In your opinion, how would you rate the University Staff in the areas
listed below? Comments/suggestions for improvement.

Ten (90.9% ) respondents thought University staff members "always" (a) were

approachable, (b) treated them as prokssionals (c) wcrc willing to answer their questions and

(d) empathited with thc problems thcy had to deal with in their classrooms. Nine (81.8%)

indicated that the Universit} staff members "always" (a) valued their opinions and (b)

suggested rather than dictated or cnticized. Eight (72.7%) noted that they "always" (a) looked

I or and encouraged their input, (b) made suggestions that were useful to them and (c) helped

them to feel more confident about what they did in their classrooms. Finall., seven (63.6% )

thought that University staff "always" tried to make the Project challenging to them.

All other responses indicated that the University staff members "sometimes" did all of the

aboc things. Follow-up analysis indicated that participants who had taken part in the Project

foi two eats were more likely to has e reported that University staff "sometimes" (a) made

2"
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use( ul suggestions to them and (b) tned to make thc Project challenging to them than were first

time members.

Onl,. one comment was made -- "They try to make the Pt oject challenging in a go(xi

way ."

26. In your opinion, how would you rate the support being provided to this
Program from your school's administrator(s)?
Comments/suggestions for improvements.

Of the 11 respondents, 9 (81.87 ) indicated that thcy thought their administrator had

proy ided "very good" support to the WWI Projek:t and 2 (18.2%) indicated that "good" support

had been prwided. The following comments andior suggestions for improvement were

provided.

"At times I wonder ho w. much they actually know about what is going on. Do the
haYe a copy of thc goals, do they know/observe the teacher's implementation of
them? If at times we try 1 method only to throw it out & re-do it a different way do
they understand or cnticin?"

"I don't feel there was enough communication between the principal and the
classroom teacher. It seemed that budget and other administrative issues were only
discussed with the participating resource teacher. Support from the administrator
was good, how CN Cr, I question whether he was truly interested in thc project. I

was never asked any questions, etc."

"There was insufficient cam over from thc previous personnel in our school (i.e..
teacher & reSOurce involved at our school)."

"In our situation we did not see the carry over that we should have had from
school."

SummarY. In general, Project participants seemed very satisfied with the support

provided by the University staff members. Furthermore, all of the respondents indicated that

they thought their school administrator provided either "very good" or "good" support for the

Project. Thc comments indicated that some participants were concerned about their

administrator's,understanding of thc Project goals or cominunicatm of these. In addition,

some felt the carry over from Year 1 to Year 2 could have been done more efficiently.

A compariYon between Yea; 1 and Yea! 2 for University support indicated onl.y small

f erences In both cases, the majontv of tilt- r,..spondents reported that Universit, staff

4. 1.1
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"always" pros ided support in thc ten areas questioned. Concerning pnncipal support. Year 2

results indicated an improvement in pn nc pal support. In Y ear 1 five of the participants rated

their pnncipal as having provided poor support for the Project, while in Year 2 all of the

participants rated their principal as providing "very good" or "good" support. However, the

written comments did point out that there were still some problems associated with

communication and carry over of the Project from Year 1 to Year 2.

Program Usefulness and Final Comments

The final section of the survey asked questions that examined the overall usefulness of

the Project and participant suggestions for improving it. This section was composed of five

questions (questions 27a-f to 31) which can be found in Appendix A.

27. Based on your experiences with the Project, how would your rate the
following items? Comments.

All 11 (100A)% ) participants stated that: (a) they were trying out some of the ideas and

instructional techniques introduced by the Project and (b) they had already adopted some of

these ideas and techniques as part of their instructional program. Ten (9).9%) reported that the

Project had helped them to improve their teaching skills. A total of 8 (72.7%) reported that the

information presented to them so far had been "very useful", 2 (18.2%) reported that the

information provided to them so far had been "useful" and 1 (9.1%) reported that it had been

"somewhat useful". The results indicated that 8 (72.7%) of thc respondents reported that they

w ere ion certain that they will make changes to what they do in thc classroom, while 3

(27.3% ) stated that they were "85% certain" they would make changes. When asked if they

had noticed changes in their students' performance, 8 (72.7%) stated that they have alread)

"noticed many positive changes" and 3 (27.3% ) reported that thcy had noticed "a few positive

changes"

None of the participants reported that: (a) thc Project had not been use! ul; (b) they had

not adopted an) of the ideas or instructional techniques pros idcd in by the Project; (c) they had

not seen positi% e changes in theu students' perf ormance; nor (d) thcy had not tned any of the

2 ,1
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instructional techniques presented. Only 1 (9.1%) participant thought that the Project had not

helped them to improve their teaching skills.

Follow-up analysis indicated that participants who had been in the Project for two years

were apt to be less positiv c in their responses to the questions on (a) usefulness of the

information provided so far, (b) their certainty about making changes to what they do in the

classroom, and (c) with regards to seeing positive changes in the performance of their students

than were first time participants. While these differences were not large, we felt that they

should be pointed out to the reader.

The following comments were made:

"Those changes that I have made arc from last year's time, not from this year."

"Many positive changes have already been made."

"Just moved down to Primary given this appointment !s much better than taking
standard university courses to gain experience & knowledge in this arca."

"It has helped mc to decide how & to what minimal level I would like at-nsk
students in my class, to attain."

"But a person has to want to change and work hard at it."

28. Name/describe some changes that you have made in your classroom
during Year Two that are a result of this Project.

Ten (90.9%) participants described 19 changes that were a direct result of thc Project.

The changes arc as follows:

"I don't have a classroom."

"Teaching toward more specific goals and letting the students know thc goals we
arc trying to achieve. Basic goals arc shared. We have a direction to go in to get
where we want to be. I have used specific class motivations, like charting their
growth visually. I have given them ownership of some of the goals, (reading &
Dolch words) which they enjoy. To get a better understanding of stones, we have
participated in involvement in play time, puppet shows and performing plays, and
in re-telling."

"More wnting -- a wider range of writing classes. Attempting to tie parents into the
equation of their child. i.e., Reading logs, wnting letters, more published stones

"1. Objective w riling: I have written objectives in place that help me to locus my
teaching on specific skills, etc.
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2. Testing & data collection: This has become an ongoing thing for me. I am
trying to bc more organized in my collection of data.
3, Analyzing data: I am able to identify students having difficulty in a certain area,
and make quicker decisions as to how to re-teach that skill.
4. Peer teaching: I have found that I tend to let students explain their thought
processes to each other more so now."

"Objectives for special needs students (short and long-term)."

"I was able to purchase more library books for the students and have re-arranged
my classroom library to make books more accessible to the students. This has
encouraged the home reading program also."

"More emphasis has been put on reading & testing the reading. I have become a
better evaluator my evaluation tools & skills have improved data is more reliable
& not so subjective - more imperical evidence has been gathered."

"1
2)
3)
4)
5)

Working more with small groups.
Targeting specific areas of weakness within those groups.
Using different methods to establish baselines.
Do more reading miscue analysis.
More oral retelling of stories.
Using information from #'s 4 & 5 to make improk ements in reading."

"- Evaluate and recorded results much more efficiendy.
used assessment as on going process.
did more 1 on 1 teaching again.
I used more behavioral Objectives to see my othcr goals met"

"Although I was not a part of }ear one, the project helped me with setting up m}
evaluation pro.-r._ss."

To provide some consistency with the Year I report, the items listed above were

classified in the four categories of (a) objectives and goals, (b) assessment and evaluation, (c)

general instructional changes, and (d) specific instructional changes adopted. It is noteworthy

that (a) Vac same number of changes were reported in both Year 1 and Year 2 (19), (b) tn Year

2 7 (36.8'7( ) ol the changes reported were related to the specification and assessment of student

pert ormance (in Yea! 1 it wits 10 of 19), (c) 5 (26.8q ) were related to specific instructional

changes adopted, (d) 4 (21.17( ) were related to objectives and goals, and (e) 3 (15.89i )

changes were classified as general instructional changes. These results, therefore, overlap a

great deal w ith the results provide by the Year I evaluation.
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29. If you could change one thing about the Project, what would it be?

Ten (90 9c70) of the I I participants mentioned 10 changes they would make in the

Project. The changes are as follows:

"1 would like more time spent on learning new strategies to help students With the
reading/writing process. A re-hash of the previous year's info. is not a valid use of
my time."

"1 think that on-site visits arc very important because each class has its own unique
situations that can't be dealt with in the group. It would be nice if the time and
money could be found for everyone to benefit from this."

"1 ncreased time for both theory and the practical that is observed. Observed in this
manner (non-authonty expert re: teacher evaluation within division) you feel free
to attempt things that have/are problem areas. You don't have to "set-up" the
situation so it works well. More of this is a good way expand your strengths &
m imm tie weakness."

"I would change the role of the resource teachers. I'm not even sure what their job
is. Taking minutes at meetings'? Going to the management meetings? I don't find
them helpful in my classroom situation. I've learned to deal with learning problems
on my own."

"Determine a Di% isional Co-ordinator for the Project (not necessarily an
administrator)."

"The distance we need to tra% cl should be equalifed for all."

"Nothing."

"1 ould like to have more 'hands-on' activities at the workshops. For example,
let's do a reading miscue or role play a 'child lcd conference'."

"1 would just love to spend an entire year just studying the various aspects of
reading and become more proficient in teaching strategies."

"I would like to see the on site isits take place first. Discuss specific strategies,
then be able to discuss with thc group what you did and how it went."

Three of thc l 0 comments were general comments related to thc importance of thc site

%Islts One participant suggested that the site visits take place before the study sessions, One

suggested increased discussion nme and one suggested that even the unofficial members be

able to ha% c site % isits Two other participants suggested that additional teaching strategies he

presented to participants in the areas of reading and writing. The remaining suggestions were.

making changes to the role ol the resource teachers in the Project, adding a Di% isional co-

27
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ordinator for thc Project, that the distance participants had to travel to attend the study sessions

be equalized tor everyone, and providing more 'hands on activities' as part of the study group

sessions.

When a comparison of suggestions made was earned out for Year I and Year 2, only one

similanty a.s found. This similarity involved the stated importance of the site visits.

lowever, Year 1 participants were more specific in their recommendations. That is, they

expressed thc desire to have the number of site visits increased while Year 2 comments appear

to be more general in nature. The remaining suggestions did not overlap at all.

30. Given what has taken place between the start of the Project and now, do
you have any suggestions that you have not already made earlier in this
survey for improving the Reading/Writing Immersion Project? If so,
what are they?

Four (36,4q ) participants provided additional comments. Two of these five individuals

stated that they had no I urthcr suggestions to make for improving the Project. Therefore, only

tw o suggestions For improvement were actually made. The suggestions are as follows:

"I feel that some teachers involved with the project felt or arc still feeling like thcy
were "forced" into participating. I am guessing that this ts why some people don't
bring work samples or discuss their students at the meetings."

"I don't think that the administrators were very open about this project from thc
beginning. Maybe these feelings could have been avoided if the teachers had been
given a chance to decide for themselves whether thcy would participate or not."

"There should bc time for teachers to observe and consult with onc another in
classmom settings."

"None."

"None"

When a companson of Ycar I and Year 2 resixmses w as made, the main difl erence I ound

as that fewer comments were prox ided to this question in Year 2. In Year I I()

comments/suggestions w ere made while only two were made in Year 2. I iowever, it was

found th;:t the two suggestions made in Year 2 had also been made in Year I. The most

common theme in Year I was that there was a need to provide participants with a niore

adequate into kluctif m to tbe Project 1 he suggestions made in Year 2, how e% er, added the
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comment that some teachers may have been forced into taking part in the Project. Finally, in

last year's results, there were also a number of comments related to increasing the opportunities

for participants to visit each other's classrooms.

3 1 . Do you have any other comments/concerns that you would like to add, but
haven't been asked?

Only two additional comments were provided by participants to this question, and onc of

them was that they had nothing further to add. The comments are as follows:

"I'd like to thank the Division for allowing myself & others to benefit from this
Project in addition to thc Provincially funded teachers."

"No!"

Compared to Year I, far fewer comments w ere made in Year2 (7 participants in Year I.

2 in Year 2).

Summary. A large majonty of thc participants indicated that they had learned a number

1,1 new skills and were already using them in their classrooms. The two most common

changes repcyted were the uultiation of ore assessment and vaned assessment strategies, and

the unlitation of dif ferent classroom te"ching strategies (e.g., small group work; peer teaching;

oral retelling of stories; etc.). Participants also indicated that the Project had resulted in an

improv ement in their teaching skills and that they had observed a number of positive changes in

their students' performance. Comments made by the participants also reaffirmed the perceived

impotiance of thc site visitations to the success of the Project.

In Year 2 few er comments were made regarding suggested changes to the Project. A

large number of participants either made no comment about change or stated that they felt no

change was needed. Some suggestions that were made included (a) spending more group

session time on new reading and writing strategies, (b) the need for more adequate participant

introduction to the Project, (c) more hands on activ ales in the group sessions, (d) changing the

role of the resource teachers in the Project, and (e) adding a Divisional coordinator to oversee

the Proiect

or, I
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The Report Writing Process

During the first year of thc RAVI Project thc teachers were responsible for writing Project

Implementation Plans for Year 2 and Student Outcome Reports. The Project Implementation

Plans were used as part of thc submission to thc Student Support Branch of Manitoba

Education and Training for Year 2 funding. In Year 1, Studcnt Outcome Reports were in-

house documents and iewed as trial runs for the reports that arc to be wntten in Years 2 and 3

of the Project In Year 2 teachers were responsible to provide Student Outcome Reports to

NO the Division administration and the Student Support Branch of Manitoba Education and

Training.

t Imversity staff provided the Project participants with matenals and instruction related to

report w nUng. Time w as spent during study group sessions and site visits discussing how to

assess students and how to collect the data for their Student Outcome Reports. In addition,

three lull-day report writing sessions were added to thc number of group sessions. These

report writing days kok place on the 5th.. 10th., and 19th. of May 1994. As part of these

three days, participants made use of the computer lab at St. Francois Xavier School to write

their reports. Unix ersity staff assisted participants w ith the organization of their data, the

display 01 the data and the w riling of conclusions. The three days also pros ided participants

the opportunity to share and discuss their reports with each other and the University staff

members

In order to e aluate the writing study group sessions, a short survey was designed by the

'mversity stall. The survey contained a total of seven questions (sec Teacher Survey - Part 13,

A ppendi \ 13) These questions had been used in Year 1 to assess the assistance participants

ask-coed in the first year ol the Project in report writing. As stated above, the survey w as

handed out to the participants at the end of the third day on 19 May 1994.

Since only the classroom teachers were required to write reports, not all 11 ol the Year 2

participants attended the report wrik ng sessions. Therefore, surveys were gi% en out only to the
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9 parucipants who attended the wnting sessions. A total of 8 (88.9%) participants returned a

completed or partially completed survey. Reminder phone calls were made to all participants

during thc first week in June. When only 8 surveys were received by 10 June 1994, the

decision w as made to analyze the data and complete thc final report.

Of the 8 participants who completed Part B, 6 (75.07.) were official members of thc

Project and 5 (62.5q ) wcrc in their first year of the Project. Given that initial data analysis

ound no differences among first and second year participants, the data was presented as a

single group In order to maintain confidentially, the data was not presented by "official

classifications. The results of Part B are presented in Appendix B.

1 . How helpful were the University staff in assisting you in writing your
final school report? Comments/suggestions:

All 8 (100.0% ) of the respondents indicated that the University staff members had been

er) helpful" in assisting them w ith report writing. Two of the respondents made the

ol lowing comments:

"It was %%ell guided & well followed."

"The outline was very helpful. Having Paul at the school 1 or all three days was
also %cry helpful."

When the abme results w ere compared to Year I, it was found that Year 2 parucipants

rated thc helpf ulness of the assistance they received much higher. This improved rating could

be a result of mo factors. First. Year 2 included three workshop sessions that only dealt with

report wnting v hile in Year I no such workshops were conducted. During Year 1 the writing

of the rcpcnis was discussed, but this discussion was spread out over the course of the year

and the participants wrote the reports by themselves.

Second, a number of the Year 2 participants had the expenence of wnting a report in Year

I and there! ore many have f el t more at case with the writing process. However, it should be

noted that (nil% 3 ( 17 ) of the Year 2 participants had the Year I experience. Therefore, this

second possi hilit can mit b itself account f or the imprm ed ratings the writing process

receied in Year 2
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2 . How useful was writing the final school report in helping you to make
connections between the material/content presented in the sessions at St.
Francois Xavier Elementary School and what you do with kids?
Comments/suggestions:

Six (75.0g ) respondent thought that writing the final school reports was "very useful" in

helping them make connections between the material/content present in the study group

sessions and what they did with their students. One (12.5%) participant thought that report

writing %k as "somewhat useful" in helping them to make these connections and 1 (12.5%) did

not respond to the question. Thc comments and/or suggestions made are as follows:

"I have a much better idea of what I intend to do in Sept. next year."

"It was extremely useful to tic all things together & to actually see how obtainable
your goals & objectives were."

Once again, when Year 1 results wcrc compared to Year 2, it was found that participants

in Year 2 l e re more positive in their ratings. This was likely due to (1) the fact that in Year 1

the surveN w as administered bet ore m(.-t participants had writtcn their reports and (2) that in

Year 2 three additional workshop sessions provided specific time for participants to sit down

and do their planning. In Year 1, participants had to find their own time in order to plan and

w rite their final report:;.

3. flow useful was writing the final school report in helping ym to develop
an implementation plan for Year 3 of the Project?
Comments/suggestions:

Six (75 (1(7( ) stated that w nting the final school report was "very usef ul" in helping them

to develop an implementation plan for Year 3, and 2 (25.0%) reported it was "somewhat

useful". The comments and/or suggestions made arc as follows:

"I already can visuallie a plan, organize and construct assessment that should be
done throughout the year."

"It helped me to decide which evaluation tools were easy to use or which ones were
too difficult. Also, it made me sec which objectives were specific enough or not"

"it has made me more aware of the need for precise objectives and the ongoing need
lot caret ul documentation of students abilities and work samples."
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It is obvious from thc abol,e comments that for those participants, the reports had a

positie impact on the development of an Implementation Plan for Year 3. A companson with

Year I indicated that, again, that Year 2 participants rated the report wfiting process as more

use( ul than did Year I participants. However, once again one must remember that in Year I

most participants had not written their reports pnor to filling out thc survey.

4. flow useful was writing the final school report in helping you to evaluate
the value of the Project to your professional development?
Comments/suggestions:

Seven (87.5%) individuals thought wnting the final school report was "very useful" in

helping them to evaluate the-value of the R/WI Project, I (12.5%) stated it was "somewhat

use( ul" The following comments and/or suggestions were made:

"I have a better idea of m, strengths and weaknesses and know what I need to
work On."

"It was a very good learning year. Things were spread out to have a chance to
absorb material, work with it, record it to see the results and to be able to evaluate
the efl ectiveness of the project regarding reading & wnting progress of children."

"It has made me more aware of MN students' needs and belps to concentrate on the
small steps leading to the larger goal."

As in questions I -3 abmc, the responses to this question were positive, and were again

more positive than those obtained in Year I. The report writing process in Year 2 appears to

has c really helped the participants to identify their own growth. Again, it must bc remembered

that the caveats mentioned abosc also apply to this question.

S. flow useful was writing the final school report in helping you to evaluate
the progress made by the students involved in the Project?
Comments/suggestions:

All 8 ( l(X).((7( ) of the participants who responded to Part B of the survey reported that

the writing process was "very useful" in helping them to evaluate the progress made by their

students. The comments made by the (our participants who responded to the open-ended

pin-non ol this question ts el c as h)11(ns

"1 t is good to see the pro)f of progress the students have made this year."

"All progress becomes cleat IN recorded and accounted for "

3.1
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"Graphing results really made you see their progress."

"Even though the prtvess vaned to quite a degree, it was gratifying to see that all
children made progress and that many skills were developing even though it
couldn't be shown in graphs."

The report writing process appears to have played a key role in the participants/ abilit) (o

identify and document student growth. Also. Year 2 participants found the report wnting

process to be much more useful than did Year I Orttcipants. One more, it must be

remembered that the caveats mentioned above also apply to this question.

6. What additional assistance could have been provided in Year Two that
would have helped you in writing your final school report?

A total of 4 (5).0%) participant.s responded to this question and provided written

comments. The specific comments made by these individuals were:

"It might have been easier for us to visualize thc final data if the graphing and
writing of inf ormation had been charted after the initial baseline information was
gathered."

"Three days asn't enough to w nte the report but I can't sec us getting any more
days!?"

"The School Board did provide computer lessons for all interested teachers. This
certainly helped in (he report writing. But, I still have not developed enough skills
to make using a computcr for the report an easy task. The three days
computer/report assistance were essential. I could have benefited from more."

"I) Some time spent showing us how to use the computer program to write the
report & make use of the charts; time to practice this to familiarize ourselves

2) Time to write ouUke board our initial findings (baseline data) early tn thc year
(Nov. - Dec.)."

From the aboN c comments it can be seen that two main concerns were expressed. First,

it would appear that the participants would have liked to have had more time allocated to the

report w ming process, and second they felt that the process should have begun earlier in the

year

7 . Do you have any other comments/concerns you would like to add about
writing the final school report?

The Following comments or concerns w ere e \ pressed.

3 4
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"Not having the proper program on the computers in the home school computeis
made things challenging. I've found testing a real challenge in my particular
classroom."

"It's a lot of work!"

"I appreciated having the group time with your help."

"FAcellent support through process computers, using graphs & tables.
Time given for report writing is very valuable as well as teacher coverage
(substitute costs). Thank you! both!! Peer interaction was great!"

"Writing the final report will be much easier thc second year after having had the
experience this year!
Thank you! I enjoyed this course and learned a lot!"

Summar.. Based on the information collected form Part B of the Teachers' Surve

can be concluded that the addition of the three workshop sessions on report writing provided a

valuable experience f or Project participants For thc mast part those members who took part in

the three da workshop thought the following:

I the t. lniversitv staff members were helpful in assisting them with the report writing
pn)cess;

the report writing pmcess helped them to make connections between study group
material and classroom practice;

nung the final report helped them to develop an implementation plan I or Year 3 of
the Project;

I inal report wnting helped them to ev aluatc the value of the Project to their
prof essional development;

5. w nung the final report helped them to evaluate student progress;

6 %% hen compared to Year I. the report writing process was rated far more positively in
Year 2; and,

7 the three additional sessions appear to have provided participants ith the report
writing support that Year I participants felt was missing.

Conclusions and Recommendations

We txme.c that building relationships between public schools and universities is di! l icult.

hut it Is \Aiwth Ow elf ott. It is quite likelv a very necessary process The o institutions

v. orking togethei on an ongoing basis results in improved practice at both the school and
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university levels. Effective change does not occur through mandates from the central office or

higher administration. It results from building- and department-level initiatives by dedicated

professionals.

On the basis ot the results ot the teacher surveys, it was concluded that though there were

some minor problems in the Project, overall it was a success. Not only was the Project

successfully continued in thc original Grade 1 classrooms, but it was also successfully

expanded into Grade 2 classrooms. Thc comments from the participating teachers were

generally, %cry p(Ntive. Die goals and objedives of the Project have been met.

Recommendations.

1. On the basis of the results of the teacher survey, the White Horse
Plain School Division No. 20 should encourage and support the
continuation of the R/W1 Project within the three funded schools and
the two non-funded schools.

2. Given the teachers' perceptions concerning the success of the WW1
Project in the funded and non-funded schools, the White Horse Plain
School Divisioo No. 20 and Student Support Branch of Manitoba
Education and Training should encourage and support its expansion
into additional schools.

Meetings

Dunng the second year of thc Project, study group meetings were viewed as well

organized, valuable, worthwhile andlor helpful. The collaborative approach was seen as being

of particular alue. All but one of the participants were "very satisfied" with thc opponumues

they had tor input into the meeting agendas. Thc participants also felt that their suggestions

were given very adequate consideration. The location of the meetings, at St. Francois Xavier

School, was thought to be convenient tor the majority of participants. Finally, reducing thc

lull-day meetings to hall-days and increasing the number of school visits in Year 2 was rated

by the participants as a success.

Recommendations.

3. Study group meetings were an important aspect of the Project and
should be continued for the new members that are bought on board.
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Given the success of the half-day meetings, it is recommended that
they be continued.

4 . Study group sessions should continue in their present format.

S. In Year 3 each site should hold study group meetings that include the
original Project participants and thc extension teachers.

6. During Year 3 there should be a small number of meetings that bring
together the participants from each site. The main purpose of such
meetings would be to network for sharing and support.

Matenals and Readings

Survey data showed that the participants that the readings were of high quality, provided

u.seful new information and helped them to bring into focus already known information. They

ako thought that the follow-up provided by the University staff members was very adequate.

An ovens helimng number of the respondents stated that they were able to suggest

materialslreadings for use in group. The one suggestion was that four of the participant

el t that they could handle a "bit more" information than was presented to them in the form of

matenals and readings.

Site Visits

Site visits were rated as either equal in importance to other components of the Project or

the most important component. The participants who at the end of Year 1 had requested an

increase in the number of site visitations were happy with the changes that occurred in Year 2

to increase those visits The participants also stated that these visits were conducted in a non

threateninq way and helped bridge the gap between theory and practice. One common

suggestion was that participants should have their questions andior what they want the

Unisersit staff to observe written down prior to the visit.

R econmendations.

7 . Site visits should continue to he an integral part of the Project and
that the number of visits established for Year 2 remain the same for
Year 3.
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Project Expectations

In most mstances the Project met participant expectations and most indicated that it was

similar to what they expected It to bc. The majority of the respondents stated that the Project

was useful to tlwin and that they were confident it would continue to nwet their expectations.

The most significant finding from this section of the survey was that Year 2 participants were

more likely than Year 1 participants to have said that they found the Project to be useful to

them. Since Year 2 included the Year 1 participants, it might be concluded that the Project's

perceived usefulness increased as they became more confident in their newly developed skills.

While lour 01 the respondents noted that they had spent more time on the Project than

expected, three felt they had spent less time than expected and three felt that they had spent

about what they had expected to spend.

The most serious concern expiessed in this section of the survey was that some

participants did not think that they had been adequately familiarized with Project goals prior to

its implenwntation. However, those who expressed this concern were more likely to have been

ncw to WWI in Year 2.

Recommendations.

8. When new members enter the Project, school administrators and
University staff should do a more thorough job in familiarizing them
with the Project format and goals, and in the role participants are
expected to play.

Support lor the Project

The participants w ere very satisfied with Ow support provided by the University staff

members. The majorit indicated that the support provided by their school administrator was

very good. I low ever, a few respondents noted that they would like to see communications

between themselves and the school's administrator improve.
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The Report Writing Proce s s

A s Vb as stated earlier, the report writing support was provided through a three da.,

workshop format. In order to assess the support provided, Part B of the Teachers' Survey

w as distributed on 19 May 1994 (scc Appendix B for a copy of thc survey). Nine of tile 11

participants took part in the workshops and were given surveys to complete.

Overall. Project participants thought that the University staff provided useful assistance

during the report writing process. The reports were perceived as helping them to make

connections between theory and practice, develop a plan for Year 3, evaluate Ow value of the

Project, and make judgments about student progress. Thc results also indicated that the

participants were more positive in their comments about thc report writing process in Year 2

than was the case in Year I. This w as likely due to (1) the fact that in Year I the survey was

administered before most participants had written their reports and (2) that in Year 2 three

additional workshop sessions provided specific time for participants to sit down and do theii

planning.

Recommendations.

9 . implementation Plans and Student Outcome Reports should continue
to be written, and the teacher participants should be responsible for
their production.

1 0. University staff should continue to provide support for the report
writing process and that the number of sessions established for Year
2 remain the same for Year 3.

11. The report writing process should be initiated sooner in the year with
participants beginning the data recording stage as soon as they have
completed collecting their baseline data.

Proiect Ilsefulness and Final Comments

A large percentage of the participants stated that they had learned a number qf new skills

and were already using these in their ( lassroono. It was noteworthy that the most often

specified new skills sk ere related to utilization of thfferent teaching strategies and asyessing

student progress

3 9
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A majority of the respondents indicated that the Project had resulted in a munber of

positive changes in their students' performance. However, first year participants were more

likely to feel that their students had made positive gains as a result of the Project than were

Participants who have been in the Project for two years. Given the general positive comments

about the Projeet by second year participants, we do not know why this difference was found.

Recom me nd at ions.

1 2. The Project should continue to emphasize teacher specification of
student performance objectives and teacher assessment of student
outcomes.

Concluding Remarks

Responses to the Teacher Survey correspond very closely with the nine conditions

McGowan 1990) identified as necessary for effective collaboration. I First, collaboration takes

time and the w illingness to expend the necessary time. Wc believe that the participants

exhibited this w illingness throughout Year I , and their attendance at meetings and their report

writing attest to this fact.

Second, the individuals involved in the collaboration must see benefits for thcir

institutions and themselves. Teacher perceptions about establishing specific pert ormance

objecti es and assessing student outcomes highhght the importance of seeing benefits. In

addition, the collaborative effort must address the real needs of all those involved. Participant

empowerment assures that such is.sues are addressed.

Third, the formal leadership of the involved institutions must bc supportive. The support

the of administration should articulated publicly. Also, they need to understand the issues

being studied and encourage their stall to participate. The survey and Our expenence indicated

that the White I lorse Plan School Di% ision No. 20 administration was publicly supportive ol

Ntct 1 homas NI "Reflections of an I Apeneneed rollahorator " in ( 'olIaboratum. Buihhng
,,mmon AcendaA, cducd h 11011101.i St Im art/ Washington, I ( American Acsoaalion of College% 101

I cache'. Ilhit atIOn, 1990

4
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the Project and encouraged staff participation. Thc spending of Division funds to allow

additional staff to participate exemplifies such support.

l'ourth. a core group should be responsible for planning and setting priorities. The

Management Committee, which was composed of teacher participants, school administrators,

Student Support Branch consultants and University staff, , served this purpose. Even though

this was a new role for some of the participants, their comments Indicated they appreciated the

planning and decisions making opportunities this committee and thc study group afforded

them.

Five, mutual respect is essential for those engat4ed in a successful collaborative activity.

Survey comments and our observations indicated that this collegiality %vas established. All

participants (i.e., school and university) were open to learn from each other. We believe that

all of us felt we had N aluable ideas to contribute and that our colleagues accepted them as such

.:ollaluation needs direction. The participants must know wh, thcy are there and

ha ). c a clear sense of NN hat they would like to accomplish. It was obvious that the

establishment of their o n specific student per! ormance objectives was important for the

participants. It was equall> important to them that the Project goals and format be clearly

communicated. This, however, seemed to be a Project weakness.

Se% en, at some p(nnt early in the collaboration, the group needs to set up an operaional

structure. Th's w as done, but sun ey comments indicated that some participants felt setting this

structure up took time from other endeavors. Regardless, some flexible rules or operating

procedures need to be established so that expectations arc clear for all involved. Thc fact that

the participants were able to judge it expectations were being met indicates that the operational

structure was successf ul

l'Aght, a collatIoratiN c group should have One or more process models to guide its

deliberations We belie% c that the prt)cess imxiels used in the group devek Ted naturally lathe!

than king pre-planned. The entrs, lc% el model w as one that might be charactenied aS a sharing

mixiel that prt ,. ided a non threatening starting point

41
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Nine, a critical condition for successful collaboration is the willingness to be flexible.

The participants in the R/WI exemplified such willinzness. Thcy always attempted to

understand the perspectives of others and were willing to think about new ways of doing

things.

The form of collaboration.u.sed in the WWI Project is not quickly or easily established. It

depends on building mutual understardings, establishing trust, creating a structure for

implementing decisions, and making a serious commitment over an extended period of time.

Projects of this sort require that the participants overlook differences and work together toward

mutual goals. We believe that the R/WI participants exhibited the open communication, trust,

honesty and the long-term commitment required of those committed to making producti%e

change in classrooms.

42
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Appendix A

Teacher Survey And Results For Part A
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READ1NG/WRITING IMMERSION: A DECISION MAKING LITERACY
DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

TEACHER SURVEY

PART A

April 14, 1994

One of the conditions of the f unding for this Project is that it be evaluated. The purpose of this
survey is to collect information from the participants in order to provide evaluative information
to the funder and also to provide information that will assist in making Improvement.s, if
needed, to the Project. As previously discussed with you, all responses will be kept
completely confidential! Therefore, do not include your name anywhere on
this survey!

Since the sessions on report writing will not take place until May 5, 10 and 19, we have
decided to divide the sun cy into two pans. Part A includes questions related to the Group
Sessions and School Visits. Part 13 will include questions related to thc Report Wntmg
Sessions. Dividing the sun ey into two Parts will not only assist us in getting our year end
repot t completed on time, but it should also make it easier for ixtrucipants to respond. That is,
instead of having to complete one rather long survey, the work has been divided into two
shorter components. Part 13 will be handed out to parucipant.s who take part in the report

n ting sessions on May 19, 1994.

Please complete and return this survey in the envelop provided. In order to allow us adequate
time to analyze the results, please mail the survey back to us by Friday, April 29, 1994.
Alter the data has been compiled, it w ill be shared with you at one of our meetings.

Please read each question carefully. For each question, find the response which best
represents your opinion and circle it. II- you need more space for wnting in
comments/suggestions, use thc back of the page. If you have any questions concenung the
survey, we will be more than happy to answer them (phone Paul at 474-8712). We would like
to thank ou in advance for taking the time to assist us in the very important task of evaluating
the Reading/Writing Immersion Project.

Gerr.v Bra

Paul Madak

4 4



A. The school I work in is

9 (81.8%)
2 (18.2%)

B. This is mv

5 (45.5%)
6 (54.5%)

I. MEETINGS

I .)
2.)

an official member of the Project.
an unofficial member of the Project.

I .) first year in the Project.
2.) second year in the Project.
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The meetings for the Reading/Wnting Immersion Program have been held at St. Francois
Xavier Elementary School. How do vou feel about this location?

8 (72.7%) 1.)
2 (18.2%) 2.)
1 ( 9.1%) 3.)

the location is fine.
the location is too far from my home school.
it does not mattcr to me w here the meetings are held.

2. Rate the room in w hich the meetings have been held in by cisll,r the most appropriate
resrxmsc.

Ver VerN

Go.od Good Poor Poor

a ) room is clean 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

b ) room is well lighted 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

c ) site ol the toom is adequate 90.9% 9.1% 0.0% 0.0%

d ) temperature of room is
comfortable 36.4% 45.5% 18.2% 0.0%

In our opinion, how would you rate the overall organitation of thc meetings held so far?

6 (54.5%) 1.) meetings have been very w ell organited.
4 (36.4%) 2.) meetings have been well organited

9.1%) 3.) meetings have been poorly organired
0 C 0.0%) 4.) meetings have been very pcxyly orgamied.

4.r)
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Comments/suggestions for improvement.

Too much repehuon and off task.

I wish more people would have brought work samples and ideas to share. Even
when wc were told to, people didn't. Maybe if it was made mandatory there would
be a greater effort put forth.

Sometimes, too much time was spent on One area, such as the Miscue Analysis
hich, I feel, could have been discussed in a much shorter time.

not always ended up with learning of specific but were still important info.
provided.

4. (II% en that one of the main goals of this Project is that a collaborative approach be uhlired,
how satisfied are you with the opportunities you have had with regards to input into the
agendas of thc meetings?

10 (90.9%) 1.) very satisfied.
o ( 0.0%) somewhat satisfied.
1 ( 9.1%) 3.) somewhat dissatisfied.
O ( 0.0%) 4.) not at all satisfied.

('ommentsisuggestions for imphw ements.

Nothing new. Too much ume taken up with diagnostic and not enough time with
strategies. Wntmg was supposed to be our focus.

5. When you have made suggestions w ith rega7ds to the meeting agendas, did you feel that
your suggestions were given adequate consideration'?

very adequate consideration.
adequate consideration.
were considered, but not adequately.
were not considered at all.

8 (72.7%) .)
2 (18.2%) 2.)
1 ( 9.1%) 3.)
0 ( 0.0%) 4.)

Comments/suggestions.

Based on suggestions received at the end of Year One, this year's group meetings were a
half-day long rather than a full-day and more ume was given to school visits. Overall,
how would ,,ou rate this change?

9 (81.8%) I .) 1 liked thc half Alay meetings.
_11( 01011 2.) I did not like the hall-day meetings
2 (18.2%) NrA
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Comments/suggestions

I can't compare the two, because I wasn't here last year. But I would think that
half day sessions and more time to on site visits would be better if you are receiving

The school allowed us to work on the project for the second-half. Therefore,
suggestions, ideas, or resources could be investigated immediately very
beneficial. Thanks.

I appreciated the school visits.

We waste too much time on thc road. The other 1/2 day is not great for anything.

I found the whole-day meetings were too long to sustain my attention.

The half day was good for material presentation but in my situation because of
distance the other half day was basically wasted.

11. MATERIALS/READINGS

7. ON erall, how would you rate the quahtv of the reading and other professional materials
that have been provided to you in Year Two'?

cry high quality.
high quality.
poor qualit.
very p(x)r
Missing.

5 (45.5%) 1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)

5 (45.5%)
( 0.0%)

0 ( 0.0%)
1 ( 9.1%)

Comments/suggestions.

What reading materials'? There was nothing specifically new this year. The Pippin
Books were interesting reading, but nothing new and we never really discussed the
info.

Not made aware ot hat is available at the school.

K. Do )ou feel that the reading and other professional materials provideki to you during Year
Two have presented:

1 ( 9.1%) 1 ) mostly new information.
9 (81.8(3,) 2.) a hall-and-half mixture of new and old int ormanon
I ( 9.1%) 3.) mostly old inf ormation that I already knew

4 7



() crall, how would you rate thc usefulness of the reading and
provided to you in Year Two?

9 (81.8%) 1.) very useful.
1 ( 9.1%) 2.) somewhat useful.
1 ( 9.1%) 3.) not very useful.
0 ( .0.%) 4.) not at all useful.

Comments/suggestions for improvement.

No new strategies provided.
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other professional materials

After being in it for a year, I was able to understand & compliment
theories/materials with a much improved confidence.

We need more time to absorb & time to read.

would like more discussion and comments about professional matmals we have
read.

1 0 1 l( w would you rate the amount of information that has been provided to you in Year
TW

0 ( 0.0%) 1 )

1 ( 9.1%) 2 )
5 (45.5%) )

4 (36.4%) 4 )
1 ( 9.1%) 5 )

far t(x) much material.
just a little too much matenal to be read in one week.
the right amount.
could have dealt with a little more matcnal each week.
f ar to() little in the way of materials/readings were provided.

Comments/suggestions for improvement.

We, I thought, were to concentrate on writing this year.

It is difficult to answer. Some IA eck!: there was a fairly large amount of reading
matenal. A t other times there was a minimal amount 4+ read or none at all.

1 1 . I hm adequate w as thc Unis, ersity Stall ollow-up to thc reading and other professional
materials (i.e., willingness to discuss/c\plain ideas presented in the materials/readings)?

9 (81.8%) 1 )

1 ( 9.1%) 2 )
0 ( 0.0%) 3 )
1 ( 9.1%) 4 )

verN adequate.
adequate.
somewhat adequate
not at all adequate.

Comment.sisuggestions for improvement.

Perhaps 1 w as not "present", but I don't remember an, assigned readings.

ImprewNc willingness 14+ gie assisLwe.
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I 2. Do you feel that the reading and other professional materials given to you tn Year Two
covered the topic areas that you thought would be covered when you started the Program
in September 1993?

5 (45.5%) 1.)
2 (18.2%) 2.)
2 (18.2%) 3.)
2 (18.2%)

yes, very few surprises.
ycs, but thcrc were a number of areas I did not expect to be covered.
no, there were a lot of areas covered that I did not expect.
Missing.

Personally 1 thought too much time was spent on miscues; but it was the decision of
thc majority. I found the review beneficial.

Did not know what to expect.

Because I wasn't part of the Project the year before I didn't know what to expect.

I 3. Were there topic areas you would have liked to hax e received matenals on, but did not?

6 (54.5%) 1.) yes.
5 (45.5%) 2.) no.

If yes, w hat were those topic areas?

More and diff erent strategies to help "at-nsk kids". I thought our 10Cus was to be
writing, not reading tmseue analysis.

Specific strategies to meet goals, because I did not have the advantage of on-site
\ ism ts. The testing ideas we were given were excellent, but strategies to solve
problems were probably part of the on-site visits.

I'm anticipating rem ing the student - led conference materials.

Perhaps some new teaching strategies.

1 ould have liked more material on teaching di f ferent reading strategies and also
information on how to detect a child's best learning style.

But not because there was any wasted ume.

kkould have liked more specific strategies to try and meet certain needs.

14. (.11 \ en that this is a collaborati e Project. did you led that you could suggest reading and

other professional materials for the group'?

9 (81.8%) 1 ) yes
2 (18.2%) 2 ) no
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Comments/suggestions

As a newcomer, I was not always sure of the group direction. And as a first year
teacher I didn't have a lot of background information and experience to suggest.
This was more of a learning rather than a collaborative experience for me.

Howeer, I don't think it would have the breadth and range that Drs. Bravi &
Madak have consistently brought to the meetings.

From the beginning I wasn't sure of our direction. This is probably because I was
new this year as well as being a first year teacher.

IH. SCHOOL VISITS

IS. flow helpful were obsen ations or suggestions that were made during the school visits'?

5 (45.5%) 1.) very useful.
3 (27.3%) 2.) somewhat useful.
O ( 0.0%) 3.) not very useful.
O ( 0.0%) 4.) not at all useful.
3 (27.3%) Does not apply to my situation.

Comments/suggestions for improvement.

I don't have a classroom. So I did not answ cr #15 19.

Teacher be freed to debrief; without handling the class at the same time. Written
questions & objectives & strategies given to Dr. 13. prior to lesson -- focus on these
during debriefing.

Ms room was not visited per se as mine was not the target group.

As of now I haven't been isited at my school.

16 How help! ul were the school visits in assisting you to make connections between the
matenals/content presented in the sessions at St. Francois Xavier Elementary Sclux)1 and
what you do with kids?

. ) ver usef ul.
_L(12,11_10 2.) somewhat useful.
O (0.0%) 3.) not very useful.
O ( 0.0%) 4.) not at all useful.
3 (27.3%) Does not apply to my situation.

Comments/suggestions I or improvement.

Hut at times I'm still %cry con! used
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17. Overall, when comixanng all of the components of the Reading/Wnting Immersion Project
(i.e., sessions at the St. Francois Xavier Elementary School and school visas) dunng Year
Two, how important were the school visits made by Gerry and Paul?

3 ( 27.3%) .1.) the most important component.
aL3±45_11. 2.) equal in importance to the other two components.

1 ( 9.1%) 3.) not as important as thc other two components.
0 ( 0.0%) 4.) not at all importani
3 (27.3%) Does not apply to my situation.

Comments/suggestions.

Since I was in the Project unofficially in Year One, I regarded these visits as an
opportunity to have Dr. B. observe me "in-action". This then would help me know
if I had indeed implemented thc theory appropnately, effectively & efficiently.

You are able to bc more specific regarding your own students.

18 Compared to Year One, do ou feel that the increase in the number of school visits was a
good decision'?

3 (27.3%) I .) Do not know , I was not part of the Project last year.
5 (45.5%) 2.) Yes
0 ( 0.0%) 3.) No.
3 (27.3%) Does not apply to m) situation.

('omments/suggestions.

V. as a part of Year One, but did not have sch(x)1

1 fed it is important for those 1% ho are in the project for their first year.

It) Do ,ou hac any othcr comments'concerns that you would like to add about the school

w ould like to see all Project members in one school !sited at one time. g ol time
with each teacher could van,. During debriefing all teachers would benefit from
"goo(1" points, "improvcmcnts" as well as adding other I nsigh ts to the strategies,
students & become aw arc of strength of a student that could bc their's in another
year.

I was very comfortable with the school visits. They were done in a very non-
threatening way. Never did I feel that my teaching methods were being enticiied or
evaluated.

Make it dengeur that teacher's present in wntten form exactly w hat it is theI ask
Drs. Bray! & Madak t ohscr e, assIst & comment , in advance

5 1



1 V . PROJECT EXPECTATIONS

20 At this point in time, is the Project:

exactly what you thought it would be.
very close to what you thought it would be.
somewhat clase to what you thought it would be.
not at all what you thought it to be.

0 ( 0.0%) 1.)
7 (63.6%) 2.)
2 (18.2%) 3.)
2 (18.2%) 4.)
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If not what you thought, how is it different?

I had no information on the course before I started, other than it would be very
useful for me to take. (and it was extremely useful!)

It is not different, I just wasn't sure what to expect.

Is the Project turning out to be as useful to you as you thought it would be?

yes, very useful.
yes, somewhat useful.
no, not very useful.
no, not at all usef ul.

Comments/suggestions for improvements.

Need more strategies, new techniques in working with "at-risk students."

It has made me very aware of my objectives, how I go about to achieve them and
making my results or achievements measurable.

7 (63.6%) .)
3 (27.3%) 2.)
1 ( 9.1%) 3.)
0 ( 0.07(.21 4.)

22. At this point, how conf ident are you that your expectations for the Project will be reached'?

3 (27.3%) I.) cry confident.
5 (45.5%) 2.) somewhat confident.
N 9.1%) 3.) not verv confident.
0 ( O.,(ryn) 4.) not at all confident.
2 (18.2%1 Missing.

r 9
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Why or why not?

Strategies, strategies, strategies, please.

The expectation that this course would bc use! ul was definitely reached. But, my
own goals for my students, in a lot of tests won't be reached -- Too many goals,
too little class time, trying to work in all educational aspects with limited resources
including lack of experience.

my job may change. Division pull out backing, I am concerned for Year Four.
How supportive is division? Will they expect this all to take place on teachers' own
time or will they still devote paid time somewhat?

The Project has helped me become specific with goals and objectives.

My class is too great a load for any I teacher I often feel somewhat overwhelmed.

There were a lot of outside interferences that may have hampered the results.

I didn't have any definite expectations for thc Project. What I decided on for rn)
specific expectations for my students in the Project I am confident we strived hard
to reach. That is showing growth.

The time I spent on the Project this year was:

much more than I expected.
a bit more than I expected.
just what I expected.
a bit less than I expected.
a lot less than I expected.

1 ( 9.1%) 1.)
A...0±eili., 2.)
3 (27.3%) 3.)
3 (27.3%) 4.)
0 ( 0.0%) 5.)

24. Do ou have any additional comments/concernsi'suggestions to make regarding the amount
of time taken up by this Project in Year Two?

I was %cry interested and just wanted to savor all I could.

V. SUPPORT FOR THE PROJECT

In our opinion, how would vou rate the University Staff in the areas listed below?

Al ways Sometimes Never

a.) the are approachable 90.9% 9.1% 0.0%

h thcy % aluc my opinions 81.8% 18.2% 0.0%



c.) they treated me as a
professional

d.) they were willing to
answer all my questions

e.) they empathize with the
problems I have to deal
with in the classroom

1.) they suggest rather than
dictate or criticize

g.) they actively kxik for and
encourage My input

h.) they help me feel more
confident about what I do in
the classroom

I.) they make suggestions that
are useful to me

j.) they try to make thc Project
challenging

Always
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Sometimes Never

90.9% 9.1% 0.0%

90.9% 9.1% 0.0%

90.9% 9.1% 0.0%

81.8% 18.2% 0.0%

72.7% 27.3% 0.0%

72.7% 27.3% 0.0%

72.7% 27.3% 0.0%

63.6% 36.4% 0.0%

Comments/suggestions tor improvement.

They try to make the Project challenging in a good way.

In your opinion, how would you rate the support being provided to this Program from

your school's administrator(s)?

9 (81.8%) I.) very good.
2 (18.2%) 2.) good.
0 ( 0.0%) 3 ) poor.
0 ( 0.0%) 4.) Cry poor.

Comments/suggestions for improvements.

At times I s;onder how much they actually know about what is going on. Do they

have a copy of the goals, do they know/observe the teacher's implementation of
them? If at times we try 1 method only to throw it out & re-do it a different way do

they underNtand or criticize?

I don't feel there was enough communication between the principal and the
classroimi teacher. It seemed that budget and other administrative issues were onl
discussed with the participating resource teacher. Support trom the administrator

ati gxxi. however, I question whether he was truly interested in the project. I

w as no cr asked any questions, etc.

5 4
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There was insufficient carry over from thc previous personnel in our school (i.e.,
teacher & resource involved at Our school).

In our situation we did not see thc carry over that we should hac had from school.

VI. PROGRAM USEFULNESS AND FINAL COMMENTS

27 Based on your expcnences with the Project, how would your rate the following items?

a.) I ind that the information presented so far has been:

8 (72.7%) . ) c r.., useful.
2 (18.2%) 2.) useful.
I ( 9.1%) 3.) somewhat useful.
0 ( 0.0%) 4.) not at all useful.

I find that I am already Irving out some of the ideas/techniques in m)
classroom.

11 (100.0%) I 'yes.
0 ( 0.0%) 2.) no.

c I find that I haN c already adopted some of the ideas/techniques as part w hat I

do in my classroom.

I I (100.0 % ) 1.) yes
0 ( 0.0%_). 2.) no.

d ) Based on your experiences thus far, what do you feel is the probability that you
w ill make changes to what you do in thc classroom?

8 (72.7%) 1 ) I am 1.0()7 certain I will make changes.
3 (27.3%) 2.) f arn 85%, certain will make changes.
0 ( 0.0%) 3.) I am 50% certain I will make changes.
0 ( 0.0%) 4.) I am 257 certain I will make changes.

( 0.0%) 5.) I am 1(X)% certain that I will not make changes.

Man} changes have already been implemented.

c 13ased on your experiences thus far, have you seen rxisitive changes in the
performance of your students that arc a direct result of this Project?

8 (72.7%) 1.) yes. I have noticed many po,sitive changes.
3 (27.3%) 2 ) yes, I have noticed a few positive changes
0 ( 0.0%). 3.) no, I ha% e not noticed any positive changes
0 ( 0.0%) 4.) I do not know.
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1.) Do you feel that this Project has helped you to improve your teaching skills?

10 (90.9%) I.) yes.
1.1.2j_ MI 2.) no.

Comments.

Those changes that I ha% e made are from last year's time, not from this year.

Just moved dow n to Primary -- given this appointment is much better than taking
standard um% ersity courses to gain experience & knowledge in this area.

It has helped me to decide how & to what minimal level I would like at-risk
students in my cla.ss, to attain.

But a person has to N1 ant to change and work hard at it.

28 Name/describe some changes that you hae made in .our classroom during Year Two that
are a direct result of this Project.

I don't have a classroom.

Teaching tow ard more specific goals and letting the students know the goals we are
trying to achieve. Basle goals arc shared. We have a direction to go in to get where
wc want to be. I have used specific class motivations, like charting their growth
visually. I have pi% en them ownership of some of the goals, (reading & Dolch
words) which they enjo. To get a better understanding of stories, we have
participated in in\ olvement in play time, puppet shows and performing plays, and
in re-telling.

More writing a w ider range of writing classes. Attempting to tie parents into the
equation of their child. i.e., Reading logs, writing letters, more published stones.

1. Objective wnting: I ha c written objectives in place that help me to focus my
teaching on specif ic skills, etc.

2. Testing & data collection: This has become an ongoing thing for me. I am
trying to be more organued in my collection of data.

3. Analyting data: I am able to identity students having difficulty in a certain area,
and make quicker decisions as to how to re-teach that skill.

4 Peer teaching: I have found that I tend to let students explain then- thought
processes to each other more so now .

Objectives for special needs students (short and long-term).
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I was able to purchase more library books for the students and have re-arranged my
classroom library to make books more accessible to the students. This has
encouraged the home reading program also.

More emphasis has been put on reading & testing the reading. I have become a
better evaluator - my evaluation tools & skills have improved data is more reliable
& not so subjective - more impencal evidence has been gathered.

1) Working more with small groups.

2) Targeting specific areas of weakness within those groups.

3) Using different methods to establish baselines.

4) Do more reading miscue analysis.

5) More oral retelling of stones.

6) Using information from #'s 4 & 5 to make improements in reading.

EN aluate and recorded results much more elf iciently.

used assessment as on going process.

did more 1 on 1 teaching again.

I used more behavioral objectives to see my other goals met.

Although I was not a part of year one, the project helped me with setting up my
evaluation process.

(:ti could change one thing about the Project, what would it be?

I would like more time spent on learning new strategies to help students with thc
reading/writing process. A re-hash of the previous year's info, is not a valid use of
my time.

I think that on-site visits arc very important because each class has its own unique
situations that can't be dealt with in the group. lt would be nice if the time and
money could be found for everyone to benefit I rom this.

increased time for both theory and the practical that is observed. Observed in this
manner (non-authonty cxpert re: teacher evaluation within division) you fed free
to attempt things that have/a.re problem areas. You don't have to "set-up" the
situation so it works well. More of this is a good way to expand your strengths &
minimiic weakness.

I would change the role of thc resource teachers. I'm not even sure what their job
is. Taking minutes at meetings? Going to the management meetings? I don't find
them helpful in my classroom situation. I've learned to deal with learning problems
on my own.
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Iktermine a Divisional Co-ordinator for the Project (not neccssanly an
administrator).

The distance we need to travel should be equalized for all.

Nothing..

I would like to o more 'hands-on' activities at the workshops. For example, let's
do a reading miscue or role play a 'child led conference'.

I would just love to send an entire year just studying the various aspects of reading
and become more proficient in teaching strategies.

I would like to see the on site visits take place first. Discuss specific strategies,
then be able to discuss with thc group what you did and how it went.

30. Given what has taken place between thc start of the Project and now, do you have any
suggestions that you have not already made earlier in this survey for improving the
Reading/Writing Immersion Project? If so, what are they?

I I eel that some teachers involved with the project felt or arc still feeling like thcy
were "forced" into participating. I am guessing that this is why some people don't
bring work samples or discuss their students at the meetmgs.

I don't thtnk that the administrators were %cry open about thts project from the
beginning. Maybe these feelings could have been avoided if the teachers had been
given a chance to decide for themselv cs whether they would participate or not.

There should be time for teachers to observe and consult with one another in
classroom settings.

None.

None!

11 Do >ou have any other comments/concerns that you would like to add, but haventbeen
asked?

I'd like to thank the Division for allowing myself & others to benefit from this
Project in addition to the Provincially funded teachers.

No!

THANK YOU!
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Appendix B

Teacher $urvey And Results For Part B
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READ1NG/WRITING IMMERSION: A DECISION MAKING LITERACY
DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

TEACHER SURVEY

PART B

May 19, 1994

One of the condiuons of the funding for this Project is that it be evaluated. The purpose of this
survey is to collect information from the participants tn order to provide evaluative information
to the funder and also to provide information that will assist in making improvements, if
needed, to the Project. As previously discussed with you, all responses will be kept
completely confidential! Therefore, do not include your name anywhere on
this survey!

As was explained in the first survey, since the sessions on report wnting did not take place
until May 5, 10 and 19, we decided to divide the survey into two parts. Pan A included
questions related to the Group Sessions and School Visits. Part B includes questions related to
the Report Writing Sessions.

Please complete and return this survey in the envelop provided. In order to allow us adequate
time to analym the results, please mail the survey back to us by Friday, May 27, 1994.
Al ter the data has been compiled, it will bc shared with you at one of our meetings.

Please read each question carefully. For each question, find the response which best
represents your opinion and circle it. II- you need more space for writing in
comments/suggestions, use the back of the page. If you have any questions concerning the
survey, we will be more than happ} to answer them (phone Paul at 474-8712). We would like
to thank you in advance for taking the time to assist us in the very important task of evaluating
the Reading/Writing Immersion Project.

Gerry Bravi

Paul Nladak
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A The school I work in is

6 (75.0%) I.) an official member of the Pmect.
2 _(25.0%) 2.) an unofficial member of the Project.

13. This is my

5 (62.5%) I . ) fi rst year in the Project.
3 (37.5%) 2.) second year in the Project.

WRITING PROCESS

1 Ilim helpful were the universay staff in assisting you in wnting your final school report'?

8 (100.0%) 1.) very helpful.
O ( 0.0%) 2.) somewhat helpful.

Ja....)%1 3.) not very helpful.
O ( 0.0%) 4.) not at all helpful.

Comments/suggestions:

It was well.guided & cl liol lowed.

The outline was very helpful. Ilaving Paul at the school for all three days was also

very helpful.

1Iow uscl ul was writing the final school report in helping you to make connections
between the matenal/content presented in the sessions at St. Francois Xavier Elementan.
Scht >I and what you do with kids'?

6 (75.0%1 1.)
L.113, 2.)
0 ( 0.0%) 3.)
0 ( 0.0%) 4.)

very useful.
scimewhat useful.
not very useful.
not at all useful.
Did not respond to the question.

Comments/suggestions:

I have a much better idea of what I intend to do in Sept. next year.

It was extremely use! ul to tic all things together & to actually see how obtainable
your goals & objecti \ es were.

GI
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3. How useful was writing the final school report in helping you to develop an
implementation plan for Year 3 of the Project?

very useful.
somewhat useful.
not very useful.
not at all useful.

6 (75.0%) 1.)
2 (25.0%) 2.)
0 ( 0.0%) 3.)
0 ( 0.0%) 4.)

Comments/suggestions:

I already can visualize a plan. organize and construct assessment that should be
done throughout the year.

It helped me to decide which evaluation tools were easy to use or which Ones were
t(X) difficult. Also, it made me see which objectives were specific enough or not.

It has made mc more aware of the need for precise objectivesand the ongoing need
for careful documentation of students abilities and work samples.

4. How uset ul was wnting the final school report in helping you to evaluate the aim of the
Project to your professional development?

7
1

0
0

(87.5%) 1.)
(12.5%) 2.)
( 0.0%) 3.)
( 0.0%) 4.)

very useful.
somewhat useful.
not very useful.
not at all useful.

( nments/suggestions:

I ha\ c a better idea of my strengths and weaknesses and know what I need to w ork

on.

It was a very good learning year. Things were spread out to have a chance to
absorb material, \\ ork with it, record it to see the results and to be able to evaluate
the effectiveness of the project regarding reading & writing progressof children.

It has made mc more aware of my students' needs and helps to concentrate on the

small steps leading to the larger goal.

5. Flo w useful was \\ nting the final school report in helping you to evaluate the progress

made by the students involved in the Project'?

8 (100.0%) I.) very useful.
O ( 0.0%) 2.) somewhat useful.
O ( 0.0%) 3.) not very useful.
O ( 0.0%) 4,) not at all useful.
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('omments/suggesuons:

It is go(xl to sec the proof of progress the students have made this year.

All progress becomes clearly recorded and accounted for.

Graphing results really made you sec their progress.

Even though the progress varied to quite a degree, it was gratifying to see that all
children made progress and that many skills were developing even though it
couldn't be shown in graphs.

6. What additional assistance could have been provided in Year Two that would have helped
you in writing your final school report'?

It might have been easter for us to visualize thc final data if the graphing and wnting
of information had been charted after the initial baseline information was gathered.

Three days Vl asn't enough to wntc the report but I can't see us getting any more
daNs!'?

The School Board did provide computer lessons for all interested teachers. This
certainly helped in the report w ruing. But, I sun have not developed enough skills
to make using a computer for the report an easy task. The three days
computer/report assistance were essential. I could have benefited from more.

I) SO= time spent show mg us how to use the computer program to write the
report & make use of the charts; time to practice this to familiarize ourselves.

2) Time to write outikeyboard our initial findings (baseline data) early in the year
(No. Dec.).

Do you haN e any other comments/concerns you would like to add about writing the final
school report?

Not having the proper program on the computers in the home school computers
made things challenging. I've found testing a real challenge in my particular
classroom.

It's a lot of work!

I appreciated having the group time with your help.

E\ cellent support through process - computers, using graphs & tables.
Time given for report writing is very valuable as well as teacher coverage
(substitute costs) Thank you! both!! Peer interaction was great!
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Writing the final report will be much easier the second ycar after having had thc
experience this !,ear!

Thank you! I enjoyed this course and learned a lot!

THANK YOU!

6 4


